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Abstract— This paper presents an algorithmic framework to
optimize the operation of an Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand
system whereby a centrally controlled fleet of electric selfdriving vehicles provides on-demand mobility. In particular,
we first present a mixed-integer linear program that captures
the joint vehicle coordination and charge scheduling problem,
accounting for the battery level of the single vehicles and the
energy availability in the power grid. Second, we devise a
heuristic algorithm to compute near-optimal solutions in polynomial time. Finally, we apply our algorithm to realistic case
studies for Newport Beach, CA. Our results validate the near
optimality of our method with respect to the global optimum,
whilst suggesting that through vehicle-to-grid operation we can
enable a 100% penetration of renewable energy sources and
still provide a high-quality mobility service.

I. I NTRODUCTION
personal urban mobility is undergoing a
paradigm shift which can be attributed to two major
trends. First, ride-hailing companies such as Uber and Lyft
are gaining momentum and are increasingly replacing taxi
and car-sharing fleets, as well as public transport [1]. Second,
major players are boosting the development of self-driving
cars, with first fleets envisioned to be operable in 2025 [2].
In this context, experts foresee Autonomous Mobility-onDemand (AMoD) systems as a central element of future mobility, especially in metropolitan areas. In such systems, fleets
of self-driving cars are coordinated by a central operator and
provide on-demand mobility in line with the emerging oneway car-sharing paradigm [3]. Especially in urban scenarios,
where municipal authorities are beginning to impose new taxi
vehicles to be zero-emission [4], AMoD fleets are expected
to be battery electric.
Bearing various potential benefits, this setting also yields
an inherent complexity resulting from the interdependencies
between the transportation network and the power network,
since the charging activities of a whole fleet can cause
significant loads on the power network. Hence, besides
operating a fleet to serve customers’ transportation requests,
an operator must consider the vehicles’ interactions with the
power network. Furthermore, from a smart grid perspective,
idling vehicles could even be used as small decentralized
energy storage systems, helping to buffer renewable energy
surplus in a vehicle-to-grid (V2G) fashion [5], [6]. In this
context, an AMoD operator must take three central decisions: i) assigning transportation requests to vehicles, ii)
rebalancing empty vehicles by pre-emptively moving them
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Fig. 1. The electric AMoD system comprises a road network (lower level)
and an electric power grid (upper level). In the road network, the arrows
represent roads and the white circles denote intersections, charging locations
and pick-up points. In this scenario, the power grid connects the charging
stations with renewable energy power plants.

where transportation requests are likely to appear, and iii)
scheduling each vehicle’s recharging slots to keep the fleet
operational. Critically, the vehicle dispatching tasks i) and ii)
may conflict with charge scheduling decisions iii), as a single
vehicle can either (dis-)charge its battery or drive. Efficiently
solving such a conflict is crucial to enable the operation of
an electric AMoD fleet.
In this context, this paper presents an algorithmic framework to jointly optimize the vehicle dispatching decisions
and the charging schedules of an electric AMoD system
(as shown in Fig. 1), also allowing V2G operation to keep
the power grid balanced in the presence of electric demand
mismatch. The proposed framework enables us to analyze
the potential benefits of such systems in an offline fashion
and provides a basis to devise online control algorithms.
Related literature: Our work intersects with two different
research streams, namely, routing and charge scheduling
algorithms for electric vehicles, as well as recent works on
AMoD systems. In the following, we review these fields.
The majority of works in the field of electric vehicle
routing and charge scheduling has been focusing on logistics
fleets, studying several variants of the vehicle routing problem and metaheuristic solution approaches to solve such NPhard combinatorial problems. We refer the interested reader
to [7] for an overview of these works. Besides them, there
are some publications that are more closely related to our
work. The authors of [8] developed a heuristic algorithm for
the electric traveling salesman problem with time windows
considering a single vehicle without power grid interdependencies. Energy constrained shortest paths for a single
vehicle including charging stops were efficiently computed
in [9] leveraging contraction hierarchies. The authors of [10]
analyzed the interplay between the power grid and an electric
fleet but assumed vehicle routes to be prefixed. Algorithms
for large-scale fleet dispatching were studied for ride-hailing

fleets in [11] and for car-sharing fleets in [12]. Only [11] and
[12] focus on large-scale fleet dispatching but are limited to
conventional vehicles.
Focusing on the field of AMoD systems, most publications
present mesoscopic analyses based on continuous network
flow models. Some works focus on the interaction between
AMoD and public transport [13], [14] or on congestionaware routing [15]. There are only few publications available
that focus on the interaction between an AMoD fleet and the
power grid. The authors of [16] developed a network flow
modeling approach that considers the power transmission
network, while the power distribution network was included
in [17]. Finally, an online controller for vehicle rebalancing
and recharging was presented in [18]. However, these approaches rely on heavily aggregated transportation networks
and are not amenable to fleet coordination in a microscopic
vehicle-centric fashion.
Statement of contributions: To close the research gap
among microscopic single-vehicle approaches, conventional
fleet routing approaches, and mesoscopic system-level approaches, we present a framework to solve an integrated
vehicle dispatching and charge scheduling problem for an
electric AMoD fleet. This framework preserves the systemlevel perspective of [16] but vastly enhances its computational tractability for large-sized applications by integrating
recently developed concepts to reduce the complexity of
vehicle dispatching [12] and charge scheduling [9] problems.
Specifically, our contribution is threefold: First, we present a
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) that integrates vehicle
dispatching and recharging decisions for an electric AMoD
fleet, coupling the transportation system with the power grid,
and capturing V2G operations to balance the power grid in
the presence of electricity demand mismatch. Second, we develop a heuristic algorithm to compute near-optimal solutions
in polynomial time. Finally, we validate the performance of
our algorithm with a realistic case-study for Newport Beach,
CA. Our results suggest that an optimized V2G operation can
enable a complete penetration of renewable energy sources
without affecting the mobility service quality.
Organization: The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: We present a MILP to formally define our planning
problem in Section II. Then, we develop an approximation
algorithm to compute near-optimal solutions in polynomial
time in Section III. Section IV details our case study and
presents numerical results. Section V concludes this paper
with a summary and an outlook on future research.
II. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION
This section outlines a model jointly capturing the vehicle
coordination and charging scheduling problem for an electric
AMoD system including its interconnection with the power
grid. In particular, we first introduce a graph representation
capturing the tasks of the AMoD fleet in Section II-A
and leverage it in Section II-B to formulate the vehicle
dispatching problem as a MILP. Thereafter, we extend the
model in Section II-C to account for energy consumption,
battery charging and V2G operation. Finally, we discuss
assumptions and model limitations in Section II-D.

A. Graph Representation
We consider a road network modeled as a directed graph
Gr = (Vr , Ar ) with a set of vertices Vr and a set of arcs Ar ⊆
Vr × Vr . Each vertex v ∈ Vr represents a road intersection, a
charging station (CS), or a customer’s pick-up or drop-off
point. We refer to the set of CS vertices as N ⊆ Vr . Each arc
(n1 , n2 ) ∈ Ar represents a road between n1 and n2 , associated
to a fixed travel time Tn1 n2 and an energy consumption En1 n2 .
In this network, we model customer transportation demand as a set of trips S. A trip is defined as a triple
s = (os , ds ,ts,s ) ∈ S containing its origin and destination os ∈
Vr and ds ∈ Vr , respectively, and its start time ts,s . Implicitly,
the end time of a trip results to te,s := ts,s + Tos ds , whereby
the travel time Tos ds results from the shortest path completing
the trip and is considered to be fixed. We denote the energy
consumed on trip s as Efix,s . The AMoD operator controls a
fleet modeled as a set of vehicles i ∈ I. Each vehicle starts
its route at an origin oi at the beginning of the planning
horizon with an initial state of charge (SoC) Einit,i and stops
immediately after finishing the last trip. In the following,
we introduce a graph representation similar to [12] that
captures precedence constraints for vehicle to job allocations
in the graph itself (see Fig. 2). This way, we reduce the
computational complexity of the resulting MILP.
To extend this concept for charging stops, we introduce
a directed multigraph Gs := (Vs , As ). In this graph, a vertex
represents either a trip request s ∈ S ⊆ Vs or a vehicle’s initial
location i ∈ I ⊆ Vs . Additionally, we add a dummy source O
which is connected to the initial vehicle locations in I. Arcs
in Gs represent time-related precedence constraints when
serving different requests, i.e., an arc (u, v, n) denotes that one
vehicle can serve request u and request v, while visiting CS
n ∈ N after finishing u and before starting v (see Fig. 3). Here,
(u, v, 0) stands for a direct relocation from the destination of
u to the origin of v without visiting a CS. Specifically, an
arc (u, v, 0) with a starting time ts,uv0 := te,u and end time
te,uv0 := ts,v exists if ts,uv0 +Tdu ov < te,uv0 . An arc with charging
stop (u, v, n) exists if ts,uvn + Tdu n + Tnov < te,uvn . Collectively,
As denotes the set of feasible relocations in-between trips
created with a k-neighborhood search by connecting each
trip to the closest k succeeding and preceding trips with one
non-charging arc and, if possible, at least one charging arc
per trip. Fig. 4 shows an example of the extension of Gs with
charging operations.
We define the relocation energy Euvn as the change of
SoC from the end of trip u to the end of trip v: It is the
sum of the fixed consumption Efix1,uvn used to reach the CS
n, the energy recharged Ech,uvn , the energy to drive from n
to the next customer Efix2,uvn and the energy to take her to
destination Efix,v . For the case n = 0, the energy terms Ech,uv0
and Efix2,uv0 are zero, whereas Efix1,uv0 captures the energy to
directly transfer from the drop-off point of u to the pick-up
location of v. Fig. 3 illustrates these energy components.
For each trip u ∈ S, it holds that ts,u < te,u . Similarly,
for each (u, v, n) ∈ As it holds that ts,uvn < te,uvn . Therefore,
there exist no paths in Gs that go backwards in time and Gs
is acyclic. This allows us to reformulate our problem as a
minimum cost maximum flow problem (cf. [12]), which can
be solved in polynomial time [19].
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Fig. 4. Example of a schedule graph with vehicles u0 and u1 and rides v, w1
and w2 to serve. The battery symbols on an arc indicates a charge operation.
The length of the battery symbol is proportional to the time spent at the
CS.
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Fig. 2. Transformation of the road graph (upper graph) to the schedule
nergy model
graph G (lower graph): A route in the road graph from n to n (upper
s
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plot in black) is converted into the node v ∈ Vs (in the middle) and added
as a node v ∈ Vs of the schedule graph (below). In this case, the trips w1
and w2 are constructed in a similar fashion, whilst u0 and u1 are the initial
locations of the vehicles and O is the artificial source node.
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Fig. 3. A charging relocation (u, v, n) and a non-charging relocation (u, v, 0)
between two trips u, v ∈ Vs . The energy and time of a relocation are defined
between the ends of the two consecutive trips.

B. Vehicle Coordination Problem
To frame the vehicle coordination problem, we introduce
binary variables xuvn indicating whether an arc (u, v, n) is
traversed (xuvn = 1) or not (xuvn = 0) and maximize the
number of serviced customers subject to flow conservation
constraints as follows.
Problem 1 (Vehicle Coordination):
max
x

s.t.

∑

(1)

xuvn

∑

v∈Vs u,n:(u,v,n)∈As

∑
u,n:(u,v,n)∈As

1v∈I +

∑ xuvn

∀t ∈ T . (6a)

pch,tot (t) ≤ pa (t)

For the sake of brevity, we condense all transmission losses
in pa (t) without further discussion.
In order to map the charging loads pch,n (t) to charged
energies Ech,uvnt for each charging relocation (u, v, n) and
time t, we introduce the set of charging relocations
Ct,n := {(u, v, n)|(u, v, n) ∈ A†s (t)}, whereby we denote all
charging arcs which can charge a vehicle at time t as
A†s (t) : T → P(As ),t 7→ {a ∈ As |t ∈ Ta }. The set Ct,n contains all arcs (u, v, n) connecting a vehicle to CS n at time t.
The charging load pch,n (t) consists of all charging operations
at station n at time t and is limited by thermal constraints:
pch,n (t) = (

∑

Ech,uvnt )/Tt

(u,v,n)∈Ct,n

xuvn ≤ 1
≥

∑ xvwn

u,n:(u,v,n)∈As w,n:(v,w,n)∈As

∀t ∈ T . (5a)

The distribution grid in urban settings is usually overdimensioned such that power-line flow limits do not have
to be actively monitored. Therefore, we assume that power
can flow freely between all charging nodes n ∈ N as long as
the demand matches the supply. The total power supplied to
the vehicles pch,tot (t) is limited by the power available from
the power grid pa (t) as

𝑛≠0
𝐸ch,𝑢𝑣𝑛

∑ pch,n (t)

n∈N

𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑛 : 𝑛5 → 𝑛0

𝐸fix1,𝑢𝑣𝑛

C. Energy Model
In the following, we model the charging process and the
interaction of the vehicles with the power grid. We use a
discretized time horizon with time steps t ∈ T denoting all
points in time at which a charging operation in Gs can start
or end and the power flow can change. Each CS n adds a
load to the power network at time step t when consuming
a charging load pch,n (t), which is negative in case of V2G
operation. The total charging load in the grid is given by

∀n ∈ N,t ∈ T (7a)

∀v ∈ Vs (2)

pch,min ≤ pch,n (t) ≤ pch,max

∀v ∈ Vs (3)

where Tt is the duration of time-step t.
To keep track of the energy balance in Gs , we derive
aggregated energy values. For a relocation (u, v, n) ∈ As and
considering the set of all time-steps in Tuvn during the
charging operation of (u, v, n), we assign a charged energy
value Ech,uvn for the whole arc as

xuvn ∈ {0, 1}
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As . (4)
The objective (1) maximizes the number of traversed arcs,
which corresponds to servicing as many customers as possible. Constraint (2) ensures that at most one vehicle serves a
single trip, while we guarantee that each route is continuous
and starts at a vehicle’s initial location with (3).

Ech,uvn =

∑
t∈Tuvn

Ech,uvnt

∀t ∈ T , n ∈ N, (7b)

∀(u, v, n) ∈ As . (8a)

We allow charging (positive or negative) only when a given
charging route is assigned to a vehicle with
Ech,uvnt ≤ bmax xuvn
Ech,uvnt ≥ −bmax xuvn

∀t ∈ Tuvn , (u, v, n) ∈ As (9a)
∀t ∈ Tuvn , (u, v, n) ∈ As , (9b)

whereby bmax is the battery capacity of the vehicles.
The energy consumption of arc (u, v, n) consists of the
energy used to go from a customer trip to a CS Efix1,uvn , the
energy used to drive from the station to the next customer
Efix2,uvn , and of the energy Efix,v consumed during trip v. The
overall energy change Euvn over an arc (u, v, n) from the end
of trip u to the end of v is therefore
Euvn = Ech,uvn
− xuvn (Efix1,uvn + Efix2,uvn + Efix,v )

∀(u, v, n) ∈ As ,

yuvn = xuvn (bu + Euvn )
which can be reformulated in linear form as

∀(u, v, n) ∈ As
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As .

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)
(11d)

The aggregation of yuvn to the SoC bv and its initialization
with the initial SoC Einit,i is defined as
bv =

∑

yuvn

u,n:(u,v,n)∈As

∀v ∈ S (12a)
∀i ∈ I. (12b)

bi = Einit,i

Finally, we ensure that the SoC of each vehicle stays always
between zero and the battery capacity bmax as
0 ≤ bv + xuvn Efix1,uvn
+

∑
t∈Tuvn [0:k]

Ech,uvnt ≤ bmax

bv ∈ [0, bmax ]

2
3

Problem 2 (Vehicle Coordination and Charge Scheduling):

max

x,E,Ech ,pch,· ,pch,tot ,y,b

s.t.

∑

∑

xuvn

(14)

v∈Vs u,n:(u,v,n)∈As

(2)–(10), (11)–(13).

A few comments on this modeling approach are in order.
First, we assume that at each charging station there are
always enough free slots, so that AMoD vehicles do not have
to wait in line to recharge their battery. Assuming that most
parking places will be electrified in the future, this can be
interpreted by the AMoD vehicles having a priority over regular electric cars. Second, we neglect power-line flow limits.
This assumption is adequate for urban scenarios, whereby
the distribution grid is usually over-dimensioned and active
bottle-neck monitoring is not yet required. Finally, we only
capture exogenous congestion effects, whilst neglecting the
endogenous impact of AMoD vehicles on travel time. This
assumption is adequate for small to medium sized fleets [12].
This way, we model exogenous congestion by adjusting the
travel time on each road link during the course of the day.
III. S OLUTION A LGORITHM
In this section, we develop a Convolutional Energy Predicting AMoD Scheduler (CEPAMoDS) to approximately
solve Problem 2 in polynomial time. Alg. 1 gives an
overview of this algorithm consisting of three steps: i)
predicting minimal energy demands between two subsequent
charging stops, ii) dispatching vehicles through energyfeasible routes considering the information of step i), and iii)
adapting the solution of step ii) to reduce the residual supplydemand mismatch in the power grid via V2G operation.
A. Step i): Prediction

∀(u, v, n) ∈ As , k ∈ [|Tuvn |]
(13a)

0 ≤ bv + xuvn Efix1,uvn
+ Ech,uvn ≤ bmax

1

Input: Gs = (Vs , As ), pa
Output: Set of feasible Routes R for all vehicles
∀u, v, n ∈ As : ppred,uvn ← EnergyPrediction(Gs )
R, pch,tot,routed ← Routing(Gs , ppred , pa , As )
R ← Adaptation(R, pch,tot,routed )

D. Discussion
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As .
(10)

To keep the fleet operational, we need to track the SoC for
each vehicle at each point in time. For each node v ∈ Vs , we
introduce the SoC at the end of v bv . In order to propagate
the SoC through the graph, we introduce the variable yuvn
denoting the SoC of a vehicle at the end of (u, v, n) if a
vehicle chooses a route with this relocation, and remaining
zero otherwise. Specifically, it holds that

yuvn ≤ xuvn bmax
yuvn ≤ bu + Euvn
yuvn ≥ bu + Euvn − (1 − xuvn )bmax
yuvn ∈ [0, bmax ]

Algorithm 1: CEPAMoDS Algorithm

∀(u, v, n) ∈ As
(13b)
∀v ∈ Vs .
(13c)

Using these constraints, we can extend Problem 1 to
account for energy consumption, charging activities and V2G
operation. This yields the optimal vehicle coordination and
charge scheduling problem.

In the first step, for each charging stop on an arc (u, v, n) ∈
As we predict an estimate of the charging load in case the
arc is traversed by a vehicle (see Alg. 2). This charging
load corresponds to the energy needed to reach the closest
succeeding charging stop after v with the same SoC as
when reaching the charging stop between u and v (Alg. 2
line 2). For this prediction, we use a graph convolution
over a neighborhood of v ∈ Vs (see Fig. 5), similarly to a
convolution of a kernel with an image and a pooling layer
in a convolutional neural net [20]. In particular, we replace
the image with a graph, the kernel matrix is the identity, and
the pooling is a min-pooling layer. Note that the prediction
ppred,uvn is purely based on Gs and not on the available
charging power pa .
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Input: Gs , ∀u, v, n ∈ As : ppred,uvn
Output: R
R := 0/
m := |I|
pch,tot,routed :≡ 0
while m > 0 do
∀t ∈ T : ppred (t) := †m ∑u,v,n:A† (t) ppred,uvn (t)
s
|As (t)|
foreach u, v, n ∈ As : t ∈ Tuvn do
pa (t)−pch,tot,routed (t)−ppred (t)
p̃pred,uvn (t) := ppred,uvn (t) +
m
end
R ← rlongest = FeasibleLongestPath(Gs )
foreach1 u, v, n,t ∈ ChargingsAtRoute(rlongest ) do
pch,tot,routed (t) := pch,tot,routed (t) + p̃pred,uvn (t)
end
RemoveRouteFromGraph(rlongest , Gs )
m := m − 1
end

Algorithm 2: EnergyPrediction(Gs )
1
2
3

Input: Gs
Output: ppred,uvn
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As
foreach u, v, n ∈ As do
1
ppred,uvn := Tuvn
(Efix2,uvn + Ev + minw,ñ∈Successors(v) Efix1,vwñ )
end
Result: ppred,uvn
∀(u, v, n) ∈ As

Algorithm 4: FeasibleLongestPath(Gs )

1
2

B. Step ii): Routing
In this second step, we determine the route of each vehicle
in order to maximize the number of customers’ trips. Alg. 3
finds routes in the schedule graph for all vehicles in an
iterative manner, whereby one iteration works as follows:
First, we calculate the expected global charging load of all
not yet routed vehicles ppred (t) by taking the average of all
possible charging loads in A†s (t) for time t ∈ T and multiplying it by the number of unscheduled vehicles m (Alg. 3,
line 6). Second, we calculate the available charging load on
each arc p̃pred,uvn (t) by correcting the predicted charging load
ppred,uvn (t) from step i) in Section III-A (Alg. 3, lines 7–9).
This correction considers the total charging load of already
routed vehicles pch,tot,routed (t), the currently available power
pa (t) and the expected charging load of all unscheduled
vehicles ppred (t). Third, we traverse Gs in a breadth-first
order starting from the artificial source node O to explore
all possible routes (Alg. 4, lines 3–7) and choose the longest
route rlongest (Alg. 4, lines 9–10). Hereby, O is used to find
the longest route among all possible routes of all vehicles.
Therefore, it is not necessary to choose which vehicle we
explore the possible routes first. At each node v ∈ Gs , we
remove non-Pareto-optimal routes (whereby we denote the
Pareto optimality of a route in terms of the two objectives
number of trips served and energy at the end of the route).
Out of the Pareto optimal routes we store only the l with
the highest final SoC (Alg. 4, line 8). Fourth, we add the
charging load along rlongest to pch,tot,routed (Alg. 3, lines 11–
13). Finally, the nodes traversed by rlongest in Gs are removed
from Vs together with their adjacent arcs in As (Alg. 3,
line 14). Fig. 6 shows an example of two iterations of this
algorithm, highlighting the longest routes found in green.
C. Step iii): Adaptation
A mismatch between the available power pa (t) and the
assigned charging power pch,tot,routed (t) might occur after
all vehicles have been routed. Assuming a completely re-

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: Gs with energy predictions p̃pred , max number of Pareto
optimal routes l ∈ Z>0
Output: Feasible longest route rlongest
O := GetSource(Gs ), RO := {(Einit,O , [])}, ∀u ∈ Vs : Ru := 0,
/
rlongest := []
foreach u, v, n ∈ BreathFirstOrdered(O, As ) do
foreach E, r in Ru do
// Extend route if feasible
if 0 < (E + Efix1,uvn , E + Efix1,uvn + p̃pred,uvn (t)Tuvn , E +
Efix,uvn + p̃pred,uvn (t)Tuvn ) < bmax then
Rv ← (E + Euvn , r ◦ v)
end
Rv := ParetoOptimalRoutes(Rv , l)
if LongestRouteLength(Rv ) > |rlongest | then
rlongest := LongestRoute(Rv )
end
Result: rlongest

newable energy production, we devise Alg. 5 to minimize
this mismatch and enable active V2G operation. In general, a mismatch may arise for two reasons: First, there
might be residual power available in the power grid, i.e.,
pa (t) > pch,tot,routed (t), inducing power plant curtailment. In
this case, the algorithm increases the charging load of all
charging operations up to the maximum allowed power
(Alg. 7 lines 2–3), because the marginal cost of solar and
wind power is zero. Second, the available renewable energy
production is less than the non-vehicle demand in the grid,
i.e., pa (t) < 0. In this case, the fleet is requested to inject
power back into the grid. However, Alg. 4 would never
choose routes along charging stations under these conditions
as it still tries to maximize the length of the routes. Therefore,
we actively introduce detours to charging stations to enable
V2G operation and balance the power grid (Alg. 5, lines 6–
10). In these detours, vehicles feed energy back to the grid,
whilst still preserving SoC constraints for their overall route
as well as respecting the power limits of each CS.
D. Computational Complexity
Alg. 2 iterates once over all arcs As , yielding a complexity
of O(|As |). Alg. 3 iterates over As once for every vehicle
in I. Alg. 4 checks for all arcs (u, v, n) ∈ As which routes
at node u in the set of Pareto optimal routes Ru have a
feasible extension with v via CS n. As there are l possible
routes at most, Alg. 4 has a complexity of O(|As |), with
l  |As | being neglected as it is instance-independent. Alg. 3

Algorithm 6: ChargingsAtRoute(r)
1
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Algorithm 7: IncreaseCharging(r, presidual , (u, v, n,t))
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Fig. 6. Routing step: For all vehicles the energy-feasible routes based
on the corrected charging loads on each arc p̃pred are calculated. Then the
nodes along the longest route are removed from the graph. This process
repeats for the remaining nodes and vehicles in the graph until all vehicles
are routed or all nodes are visited, i.e., all trips are completed. Note that u0
is not necessarily routed first: If u1 would reach a longer route, the algorithm
would route u1 first.

Algorithm 5: Adaptation(R, pch,tot,routed )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Route r
Output: Set of arcs C which contain a charging operation
C := 0/
foreach (u, v, n) ∈ r do
if n 6= 0 then
C ← (u, v, n)
end
end
Result: C

Input: Gs , ∀u, v, n ∈ As : ppred,uvn , pch,tot,routed (·)
Output: Set of routes R for all vehicles
foreach r ∈ R do
foreach u, v, n,t ∈ ChargingsAtRoute(r) do
r := IncreaseCharging(r, pa (t) − pch,tot,routed (t), (u, v, n,t))
end
end
foreach r ∈ R do
foreach u, v, n,t ∈ r where pa (t) < pch,tot,routed (t) do
r :=
MakeDetourToCharger(r, pa (t) − pch,tot,routed (t), (u, v))
end
end

calls Alg. 4 once for every vehicle in I. Accordingly, the
complexity of Alg. 3 is O(|As ||I|). Alg. 5 iterates over the
relocations of each route and of each vehicle. We denote
the maximal possible length of a route by Rlongest . Since
the number of routes is |I|, the complexity of Alg. 5 is
O(Rlongest |I|). Finally, as a whole, the CEPAMoDS Alg. 1,
combines Algorithms 2, 3, and 5. Since in Alg. 3 every
arc of the graph has to be visited once, whereas Alg. 5
visits only the traversed arcs (a subset of all arcs), the
overall complexity is dominated by Alg. 3. Therefore, the
CEPAMoDS Alg. 1 has a complexity of O(|As ||I|), which
is bilinear in the number of possible relocations and in the
number of vehicles.
IV. C OMPUTATIONAL S TUDIES
In this section, we present computational studies to analyze the performance of our algorithm for synthetic bench-

Input: r, presidual (t), (u, v, n,t)
Output: Route with increased charging load r
if presidual (t) > 0 then
buvnt =
3 SocBe f oreCharging((u, v, n,t), r)
padd = min(pch,max − pch,uvn (t), (bmax − buvnt )/Tt , presidual )
pch,uvn (t) = pch,uvn (t) + padd
r = SetChargingPower(r,t, pch,uvn (t))
end
Result: r

marking scenarios and realistic case studies. We first introduce all the scenarios in Section IV-A and present numerical
results in Section IV-B.
A. Experimental Design
We analyze the hypothetical deployment of an electric
AMoD fleet
4 in Newport Beach, CA. The road network data
is taken from OpenStreetMap [21] and has 3575 nodes. We
developed four different case studies, summarized in Table I.
We define the total available (+) and requested energy (-) in
the power grid as
±
:= ±
Ea,tot

Z Ttot
0

max{0, ±pa (t)} dt,

respectively, where Ttot is the time length of a scenario.
a) Synthetic Cases: We use the first two scenarios to
benchmark our algorithm against a state-of-the-art MILP
solver. We randomly generate 100 trips within a time-frame
of 3 h that need to be serviced by a fleet of 20 vehicles with
a battery capacity of 50 kWh, a low initial SoC randomly
chosen between 3 and 7 kWh, and a constant available
power pa (t). We construct a high-energy scenario whereby
the available power is high, namely, pa (t) = 300 kW, and
a low-energy scenario with a scarcer power availability of
pa (t) = 85 kW. In the former case, we benchmark the vehicle
coordination capability of our algorithm, while in the latter
case we stress-test our charge scheduling approach.
b) Realistic 24h Cases: In this realistic case-study we
optimize the day-long operation of an electric AMoD fleet,
considering data for July 25, 2018. We took traffic data from
TomTom [22] and generated a small case with 250 trips and
a large one with 750 trips. For both cases we scheduled the
trips according to the traffic intensity during the course of
the day. These scenarios correspond to about 3% and 9% of
the demand of the area, respectively. We empirically chose a
fleet of 15 and 45 vehicles, which is sufficient to service
nearly all customers. We set the battery size to 50 kWh
(which lies in-between a Tesla Model 3 and a BMW i3) and
we randomly chose an initial SoC between 10 and 20 kWh.
Using data for California from CAISO [23], we took the
available power pa (t) as the difference between a sixfold of

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE C ASE S TUDIES .
Case Study

pa (t) [kW]

TABLE III
C E PAM O DS S OLUTION FOR THE R EALISTIC C ASE S TUDIES
±
Ea,tot
[kWh]

Trips

Cars

Time

Synthetic high-energy
Synthetic low-energy

100
100

20
20

3h
3h

300
85

0, 900
0, 255

Realistic small
Realistic large

250
750

15
45

24 h
24 h

∈ [−21, 61]
∈ [−63, 183]

–129, 525
–387, 1575

TABLE II
S YNTHETIC C ASE S TUDIES : THE CEPAM O DS (CEPA) S OLUTION
AND THE G LOBALLY O PTIMAL S OLUTION FROM THE MILP.

Scenario
Small
Large
Large
Large
Large

Battery
Size

Runtime
[min]

Trips
Served

Ecurtailed
[kWh]

Edeficit
[kWh]

Eadapt
[kWh]

100%
100%
50%
20%
10%

4
147
146
163
128

90%
93%
93%
84%
73%

0
0.1
0.2
159
417

0.5
0.7
2.7
0
159

45
151
161
219
131

pa (t) both when the latter is positive and negative, i.e., the
necessary curtailment of the power plants
Z

Synthetic
Case Study
High-energy
Low-energy

Runtime
CEPA
MILP
13 s
11 s

4.6 h
4.3 h

Trips Served
CEPA
MILP
91%
88%

95%
97%

Ecurtailed :=

t:pa (t)≥0

and the energy missing in the grid during V2G operation
Z

the renewable-only generation of the day (whereby we assumed no conventional power plants) and the non-transportrelated electricity demand. This available power would allow
to power every vehicle in California by renewable electric
energy. By doing so, we consider a scenario with 100%
penetration of renewables, whereby we empirically scaled
down the power grid to a level which can keep the average
SoC of the chosen fleet balanced. Finally, for the large case,
we also study fleets equipped with smaller batteries.
B. Results
Table II and III summarize the numerical results obtained for each experiment. For the synthetic cases, we used
Gurobi 8.1 as the benchmark MILP solver. All experiments
ran on an i5 2.5 GHz processor with 8 GB of memory. In the
following, we discuss each case individually.
a) Synthetic Cases: As shown in Table II, the proposed
CEPAMoDS Alg. 1 solved Problem 2 for both synthetic
cases in less than 15 seconds, whereas the state-of-theart MILP solver took more than 4 hours. Notably, the
suboptimality gap is below 5% for the high-energy scenario,
and below 10% for the low-energy scenario, underlining the
impact of energy availability on the problem complexity.
Overall, these scenarios showed that our algorithm can
compute near-optimal solutions a thousand times faster than
state-of-the-art MILP solvers.
b) Realistic 24h Cases: These realistic case studies
could not be solved as MILPs due to the problem size.
Conversely, as shown in Table III, the CEPAMoDS algorithm
solved Problem 2 in about 4 minutes for the small case and
in approximately 2 to 3 hours for the large cases.
As shown in Section III-D, the algorithmic complexity is
bilinear in the number of cars and in the number of arcs of
Gs . Since the number of cars was increased by factor of 3
and the number of arcs by factor of 9 (due to the increase
in number of nodes and neighbors in the k-neighborhood by
a factor of 3 each), our analysis predicts a computational
complexity increase by a factor of 27. This is in line with
the increase in computational time by a factor of 30 to 40.
Fig. 7 shows a snapshot of the vehicles’ operation and the
total power drawn from the grid for the large case study with
100% battery size (the small case study achieved very similar
results – a link to the full video is provided in Section VI).
The charging power pch,tot (t) matches the available power

max{0, pa (t) − pch,tot (t)} dt

Edeficit :=

t:pa (t)<0

max{0, pch,tot (t) − pa (t)} dt

are both almost zero (see Table III). This implies that the
intra-day volatility of the power grid resulting from the 100%
renewable energy sources can be balanced solely with the
batteries of AMoD vehicles and no significant stationary grid
storage is needed. Critically, this is enabled by the adaptation
step of Section III-C, which increases the charged energy by
Z

Eadapt :=

t:pa (t)≥0

pch,tot (t) − pch,tot,routed (t) dt

and introduces V2G detours in order to lower the energy
deficit Edeficit to zero. The increase of charged energy Eadapt
in the adaptation step is especially useful in scenarios with
a small battery size, where charge scheduling is critical.
Notably, the same results in terms of mobility service and
grid balancing were observed also for the large scenario with
50% the battery size. Further decreasing the battery size to
20% worsened the number of customers serviced by 9% and
wasted about 10% of available energy, due to lacking storage
and consequent power plant curtailment. Nevertheless, the
adaptation step still enabled full V2G operation. Finally, a
fleet with 10% of the battery size could only service 73%
of the travel demand. Moreover, it was no longer able to
balance the grid with V2G operation due to lacking energy
in the vehicles, which led to an energy deficit of more than
−
40% of the requested energy Ea,tot
. Overall, these case studies
suggest that the battery size of the vehicles could be halved
without causing service performance losses.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we explored the possibility of jointly optimizing the vehicle routes and the charging schedules of a fleet of
electric self-driving cars providing on-demand mobility. The
proposed model combines task-allocation methods for the
coordination of AMoD fleets with energy-constrained longest
path approaches for single vehicles, and can be framed
as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). To overcome
scalability issues, we devised an algorithm that is able to
approximately solve the presented vehicle coordination and
charge scheduling problem in polynomial time. Specifically,
our numerical results empirically showed that for both benchmark cases the quality of our solution is not more than
10% lower than the globally optimal one. Moreover, our
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Fig. 7. Results for the realistic case study with 45 vehicles equipped
with a 50 kWh battery and 750 trips. The map shows a snapshot at 4pm of
the vehicles’ positions, their current task (indicated by their shape) and SoC
level (indicated by their color). In addition, the color-bar shows the average,
maximum and minimum SoC level of the fleet. The plot below shows the
charging load before (pch,tot,routed (t), solid blue) and after (pch,tot (t), dashed
orange) the adaptation step (Sec. III-C), whereby the charging load pch,tot (t)
follows the available power pa (t) (solid grey). A link to a full video of the
case study can be found in Section VI at the end of the paper.

algorithm is about a thousand times faster than state-of-theart MILP solvers. Finally, we investigated a realistic case
study suggesting that an electric fleet could be used as a
free-floating energy storage system to completely enable a
full penetration of renewable energy sources in the power
grid, whilst still providing a high-quality mobility service.
This work can be extended in several directions. First,
we would like to provide theoretical guarantees on problem
feasibility (in terms of grid balancing) and on solution suboptimality, also computing an upper bound on the total
execution time. Second, we are interested in extending the
model to account for power-line flow limits and voltage
limitations on the grid. Third, it would be of interest to
improve the computational performance of the algorithm by
leveraging its highly parallelizable structure. Fourth, we plan
to devise a real-time model predictive controller by implementing this algorithmic framework in a receding-horizon
fashion, potentially capturing stochastic phenomena such as
uncertain travel demand and electricity production. Finally,
we would like to leverage this approach to perform sensitivity
analysis on the system characteristics, including charging
infrastructure placement and achievable vehicle speed, and
include it in a co-design framework [24].
VI. M EDIA M ATERIAL
A video with the results of the realistic case study can be
found at the following link: vimeo.com/362510230
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